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Agenda 

•  Problem statement 
•  AADL is a formal specification language 
•  Behavioral semantics of the AADL 
•  Extent and applications of the semantics 



Problem Statement 
Use-case Virtual prototyping and verification 
of the Airbus A350 doors management system 

Functional model Architecture model 

Co-modeling and 
synthesis of an 
intermediate GALS 
view-point 

Simulation, profiling, scheduling, synthesis, 
verification, validation, performance evaluation 

Case study of the A350 doors 
management system 

 

(Artemisia project CESAR, 2010+) 



Problem Statement 
Why a formal semantics for an (architecture 

specification)  standard, AADL ? 

•  Its purpose 
•  Share logical, quantitative, behavioral information about 

the system under design 
•  Information has value: user and standards requirements, 

manual or automated analysis, … 
•  Information is (should be) unambiguous 

•  Its uses 
All of them involve formal methods: fault analysis, error 
modeling, safety analysis, schedulability analysis, 
conformance verification, simulation, scheduler synthesis 



Problem Statement 
Related Works and Different Approaches 
•  The MARTE/CCSL profile : a formal semantic profile for 

the UML standard 

•  Integrated CPS design workbenches : Ptolemy, BIP, … 
 
•  System Modeler, Simplorer : interpreting SysML 

architectures in SCADE 
•  Project P : interpreting multiple modeling formalisms in 

a synchronous MoCC 

•  Semantics of AADL in Fiacre, Lustre, Signal, TASM, … 



Problem Statement 
How to define the semantics of an existing  

standard, AADL ? 
What it is not 
 
•  Write a conference paper, a 

book, a user manual, a tutorial, 
a rationale, a self contained 
encyclopedia of logics, type 
theory, automata, trace theory 

•  Impose an interpretation of the 
standard in a specific model of 
concurrency and/or tune the 
standard to a specific tool 

 The standard is unambiguous 
 in the first place! 

 
 Formal definitions of the 
 standard’s  constituents: 
 purpose, structure, meaning, 
 relations, extent, and uses ? 

 
è   Its semantics has to reflect its 

 present and intended uses 
 
 



Rationale 
How to define the semantics of an existing  

standard, AADL ? 
asynchronous 

Fiacre 

TINA 

CADP 

Petri Nets 

CFSMs 

 The standard is unambiguous 
 in the first place! 

 
 Formal definitions of the 
 standard’s  constituents: 
 purpose, structure, meaning, 
 relations, extent, and uses ? 

 
è   Its semantics has to reflect its 

 present and intended uses 
 
 



Rationale 
How to define the semantics of an existing  

standard, AADL ? 
asynchronous 

timed 

Uppaal 

Ceddar 

ADFG 

Timed Automata 

CSDF 

CCSL 

 The standard is unambiguous 
 in the first place! 

 
 Formal definitions of the 
 standard’s  constituents: 
 purpose, structure, meaning, 
 relations, extent, and uses ? 

 
è   Its semantics has to reflect its 

 present and intended uses 
 
 



Rationale 
How to define the semantics of an existing  

standard, AADL ? 
asynchronous 

timed 

polychronous 

Signal 

CCSL 

SDF++ 

LTS 

 The standard is unambiguous 
 in the first place! 

 
 Formal definitions of the 
 standard’s  constituents: 
 purpose, structure, meaning, 
 relations, extent, and uses ? 

 
è   Its semantics has to reflect its 

 present and intended uses 
 
 



Rationale 
How to define the semantics of an existing  

standard, AADL ? 
asynchronous 

timed 

polychronous 
multi-rate 

MRS 
Maude 

Agree 

SDF? 

 The standard is unambiguous 
 in the first place! 

 
 Formal definitions of the 
 standard’s  constituents: 
 purpose, structure, meaning, 
 relations, extent, and uses ? 

 
è   Its semantics has to reflect its 

 present and intended uses 
 
 



Rationale 
How to define the semantics of an existing  

standard, AADL ? 
asynchronous 

timed 

polychronous 
multi-rate 

synchronous 

SDF 
Simulink 

Scade 
SDF 

 The standard is unambiguous 
 in the first place! 

 
 Formal definitions of the 
 standard’s  constituents: 
 purpose, structure, meaning, 
 relations, extent, and uses ? 

 
è A family of related semantics 
 
 



Theorem 1.  
AADL is a formal specification language 
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Proof à 



Systems 
system door_management
features
  door1_info_FWS: out data port behavior::boolean;
  …/…
  door2_info_ECAM: out data port behavior::boolean;
end door_management ;

system implementation door_management.imp
subcomponents

door1 : device door.imp {SEI::Priority => 10;};
door2 : device door.imp {SEI::Priority => 11;};
lgs : device LGS.imp ;
…/…
process_door : process doors_process.imp ;

connections
conn1: data port door1.handle -> process_door.handle1;
…/…
conn14: data port process_door.door2_info -> door2_info_ECAM ;

end door_management.imp ;
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•  Blocks with modes 
•  Ports and connections 
•  Logical properties 
•  States, transitions … 

SAE AS5506B - 230 - 

(8) This initialization model assumes independent initialization of threads, i.e., no ordering requirement (other than 
processes must be initialized first).  If there is an ordering requirement the user can introduce an initialization mode, 
in which they can utilize the full power of AADL to specify thread execution dependencies. 

 
Figure 22 System Instance States, Transitions, and Actions 

13.4 Normal System Operation 

(1) Normal operation, i.e., the execution semantics of individual threads and transfer of data and control according to 
connection and shared access semantics, have been covered in previous sections.  In this section we focus on the 
coordination of such execution semantics throughout a system instance. 

(2) A system instance is called synchronized if all components use a globally synchronized reference time. A system 
instance is called asynchronous if different components use separate clocks with the potential for clock drift. The 
clock drift in asynchronous systems may be bounded, e.g., by resynchronizing the clocks. 

(3) In a synchronized system, periodic threads are dispatched simultaneously with respect to a global clock.  The 
hyperperiod of a set of periodic threads is defined to be the least common multiple of the periods of those threads.   

(4) In a synchronized system, a raised event logically arrives simultaneously at the ultimate destination of all semantic 
connections whose ultimate source raised the event.  In a synchronized system, two events are considered to be 
raised logically simultaneously if they occur within the granularity of the globally synchronized reference time. If 
several events are logically raised simultaneously and arrive at the same port or at different transitions out of the 
current mode in the same or different components, the order of arrival is implementation-dependent.  

(5) In an asynchronous system the above hold within a synchronization domain, i.e., periodic threads are dispatched 
simultaneously and events arrive logically simultaneously. A method of implementing a system may provide 
coordination protocols for asynchronous system to provide simultaneity guarantees within a certain time granularity.  
Otherwise, the dispatches and event arrivals are considered independent across synchronization domains. 

13.5 System Operation Modes 

(1) The set of all modes specified for all components of a system instance form a set of concurrent mode state 
machines, whose composite state is called system operation mode (SOM).  The set of possible SOMs is the cross 
product of the sets of modes for each component.  That is, a SOM is a set of component modes, one mode for 
each component of the system.  The initial SOM is the set of initial modes for each component. 

(2) The set of possible SOMs can be reduced by taking into account mode combinations that are not reachable. For 
example, if a component instance with modes is itself not active under certain modes of one of its containing 
components, then these mode combinations can be excluded.  Similarly, of a component inherits modes from a 
containing component, then only the mode combinations of the containing component need to be considered.  



Devices 

device Handle
  features
    handle: out data port behavior::boolean;
  properties
    Device_Dispatch_Protocol => Periodic;
    Period => 50 Ms;
end Handle;

device PressureWarn
  features
    pressure_warn1: in data port behavior::boolean;
    pressure_warn2: in data port behavior::boolean;
  properties
    Device_Dispatch_Protocol => Periodic;
    Period => 50 Ms;
end PressureWarn;

…/… 
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•  Blocks and connections 
•  Logical properties 
…/… 
 
•  Protocols (periodic, aperiodic, …) 
•  Timed properties and constraints 

(inherited from connections) 
pressureWarn  every 50ms 

   every pressure_warn1 
   every pressure_warn2 



Buses and processors 
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•  Blocks and connections 
•  Logical and timed properties 
•  Logical and timed constraints 
•  …/… 
•  User manuals, APIs, 

specifications, requirements 
•  Behavioral semantic: protocols, 

modes, transitions 
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Connections and ports SAE AS5506B - 169 - 

Note: The data transfer of a delayed connection may be initiated at the time of send, but the runtime system must ensure through 
double buffering that the data is not moved to the in port variable for receipt by the recipient until after the deadline of the sender.   

 

Figure 17 Timing of Immediate & Delayed Data Connections 

(47) If the connection declarations that comprise a semantic port connection have an explicit Timing property 
association, then the value must be the same.  The property is only interpreted if the source and destination are 
periodic and the destination feature is a data port.  

(48) For immediate data port connections data transfer occurs at completion time of the sender (csource = 
ccomplete,source) and the receiver execution start time is delayed until the sender completes (cdestination = 0 � 
csource≤ccomplete,source). Both the source and destination must complete their execution by the deadline of the 
destination, i.e., (csource = ccomplete,source � cdestination = ccomplete,destination � tdestination ≤ 
Deadlinedestination).  This rule is transitive for sequences of immediate semantic connections.  Note that the 
output may occur at a time before completion as specified by the Output_Time property.  In this case, 
ccomplete,source becomes coutput_time,source. 

(49) For delayed data port connections data transmission is initiated at the deadline of the source component (tsource = 
Deadlinesource, i.e., the output time of the source data port is Deadline_Time).  The input time of the receiving 
component port is the Dispatch_Time, i.e., the data is received at the next dispatch of the receiving component 
following or equal to the source deadline.   

(50) For immediate connections the Input_Time is assumed to be start time with zero offset and any other specified 
time is ignored. The Output_Time is assumed to be completion time or must be specified as a single output time 
value. 

(51) For delayed connections the Input_Time is assumed to be dispatch time and Output_Time is assumed to be 
deadline.  

(52) If multiple transmissions occur for a data port connection from the source thread before the dispatch of the 
destination thread, then only the most recently transmitted data is available in the destination port.  In other words, 
the destination thread undersamples the transmitted data.  In the case of two connected periodic threads, this 
situation occurs when the source thread has a shorter period than the destination thread. In the case of a periodic 
thread connected to an aperiodic thread, this situation occurs if the aperiodic thread receives two dispatch events 
with an inter-arrival time larger than the period of the source thread.  In the case of an aperiodic thread connected 
to a periodic thread, this situation occurs if the aperiodic thread has two successive completion times less than the 
period of the periodic thread. 

(53) If no transmission occurs on an in data port between two dispatches of the destination thread, then the thread 
receives the same data again, resulting in oversampling of the transmitted data.  A status indicator is accessible to 
the source text of the thread as part of the port variable to determine whether the data is fresh.  This allows a 
receiving thread to determine whether a connection source is providing data at the expected rate or fails to provide 
data. 

9.2.6 Semantic Port Connections and Port Queues 

(54) If the ultimate destination of a semantic port connection is an event port or event data port, then this port has by 
default a queue of size one.  The size of this queue can be changed by explicitly with the Queue_Size property.   

•  Connections 
•  Logical and timed properties 

and constraints 
•  Behavioral semantic: protocols, 

modes, transitions 

SAE AS5506B - 137 - 

x NoIO: input is not frozen.  In other words, the port is excluded from making new input available to the source 
program.  This allows users to specify that a subset of ports to provide input.  The property value can be mode 
specific, i.e., a port can be excluded in one mode and included in another mode. 

(20) The Input_Time property can have a list of values.  In this case it indicates that input is frozen multiple times for 
the execution of a dispatch.  If a thread has multiple input times specified, then the content of an incoming port is 
frozen multiple times during a single dispatch. 

(21) The input may be frozen at dispatch time (Input_Time property value of Dispatch) as part of the underlying 
runtime system, or it may be frozen through a Receive_Input service call in the source text (Input_Time 
property value of Start or Completion). 

(22) The input of other ports that can trigger dispatch is not frozen. Input of the remaining ports is frozen according to 
the specified input time. 

(23) If a dispatch condition is specified then the logic expression determines the combination of event and event data 
ports that trigger a dispatch, and whose input is frozen as part of the dispatch. The input of other ports that can 
trigger dispatch is not frozen. The input of other ports that can trigger dispatch is not frozen.  Input of the remaining 
ports is frozen according to the specified input time. 

(24) If an event port is associated with a component (including thread) containing modes and mode transition, and the 
mode transition names the event port, then the arrival of an event is a mode change request and it is processed 
according to the mode switch semantics (see Sections 12 and 13.6).   

(25) By default, the output time, i.e., the time output is transmitted to connected components, is the completion time for 
data ports.  By default, for event and event data ports the output time occurs anytime during the execution through 
a Send_Output service call. 

(26) The Output_Time property can be used to explicitly specify an output time for ports.  This can be done for all 
ports by specifying the property value for the thread, or it can be specified separately for each port.   

(27) The following property values for Output_Time are supported to specify the output time to be the dispatch time 
(Dispatch), any time during execution relative to the amount of execution time from the start (Start) or from the 
completion (Completion) including at completion time, the deadline (Deadline), and the fact that no input 
occurs (NoIO): 

x Start, time range: output is transmitted at a specified amount of execution time relative to the beginning of 
execution.  The time is within the specified time range. The time range must have positive values. Startlow ≤ c 
≤ Starthigh. 

x Completion, time range: output is transmitted at a specified amount of execution time relative to execution 
completion.  The time is within the specified time range. A negative time range indicates execution time before 
completion. ccomplete + Completionlow ≤ c ≤ ccomplete + Completionhigh, where ccomplete repesents the value of 
c at completion time. The default is completion time with a time range of zero, i.e., it occurs at c = ccomplete. 

x Deadline: output is transmitted at deadline time; the time reference is clock time rather than execution time. t = 
Deadline.  This allows for static alignment of output time of one thread with the Dispatch_Time input time of 
another thread with a Dispatch_Offset.  

x NoIO: output is not transmitted.  In other words, the port is excluded from transmitting new output from the source 
text.  This allows users to specify that a subset of ports to provide output.  The property value can be mode 
specific, i.e., a port can be excluded in one mode and included in another mode. 

(28) The Output_Time property can have a list of values.  In this case it indicates that output is transmitted multiple 
times as part of the execution of a dispatch. 

(29) The output may be transmitted at completion time or deadline as part of the underlying runtime system, or it may be 
transmitted through a Send_Output service call in the source text. 

system implementation door_management.imp
subcomponents

…/…
connections
   conn1: data port door1.handle -> 

process_door.handle1;
   conn2: data port door1.locked -> 

process_door.locked1;
…/…
   

Modeling in/out event/data ports 



Processes and threads 
process implementation doors_process.imp
  subcomponents
    door_handler1: thread door_handler.imp;
    door_handler2: thread door_handler.imp;
    door_mix: thread doors_mix.imp;
  connections
    conn1: data port engine_running -> 

door_handler1.engine_running;
   …/…
    conn45: data port door_handler2.cll -> cll2;
end doors_process.imp;
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•  Blocks, connections, ports 
•  Logical and timed properties 

and constraints (as behaviors 
abstractions) 

•  …/…  

Modeling process/processor mapping 



Threads and scheduling 

thread door_handler
  features
    handle_pos: in data port behavior::boolean;
   …/…
    pres_warn: out data port behavior::boolean;
end door_handler;

thread implementation door_handler.imp
  properties
    Dispatch_Protocol => Periodic;
    Period => 50 Ms;
end door_handler.imp;

•  Blocks and connections 
•  Logical and timed properties 

and constraints (as behaviors 
abstractions) 

•  …/… 
•  Modes, states, transitions 
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Figure 5 Thread States and Actions 

5.4.2 Thread Dispatching 

(30) Threads are dispatched periodically determined by a clock or by the arrival of events, event data, of calls to 
provides subprogram access. By default any event port or event data port can trigger a dispatch.  In that case, only 
the input of the port triggering the dispatch and any data port is available to the application program. 

(31) A thread may have a Dispatch_Trigger property to specify a subset of event, data, or event data ports that can 
trigger a thread dispatch.  In this case, arrival of events or event data on any of the listed ports can trigger the 
dispatch.     



Threads and behaviors 

thread implementation door_handler.imp
annex behavior_specification {**
  states
   s0: initial complete state;
  transitions
   s0 -[on (dps > 3) and handle]-> s0 {

computation(1ms);
warn_diff_pres:=true;
door_info:=locked;
door_locked:=locked;
};

   s0 -[on not (dps > 3 and handle)]-> s0 {
computation(1ms);  
door_info:=locked; 
door_locked:=locked;
};

  **};
end door_handler.imp;

•  Untimed automata and action blocks 
•  Abstractions of external Simulink, 

Stateflow, Scade diagrams … 
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Rationale 
Formal semantics for the AADL 

•  First-order formulas 
For logical, timed, quantitative properties and constraints 

•  Constrained, small-step, automata with variables 
For modes, automata and action blocks 

•  Data-flow networks 
For everything else 

•  Model-theoretic semantic interpretations (viewpoints) 
•  Untimed, asynchronous, small-step semantics 
•  Timed semantics 
•  Synchronous big-step semantics 

•  Trace relations between semantic view-points 



First-order formulas 
FA set of well-typed first-order formulas f defined on 
the vocabulary in scope of object A 
 
•  Ports P, variables V, states S 
•  Formulas over Booleans 

trueA, false, present(p), ^p, v, v’, not f, f1 and f2, f1 or f2, … 
 

•  Formulas over integers m, n 

0, 1, …, time(p), @p, m + n, m ≤ n, … 



First-order formulas 

•  Variables are valuated on a value domain D 

•  Ports are valuated on D⊥= D U {⊥} (absence) 

•  trueA       true with respect to A 
•  notA(f ) false with respect to A 
•  ^p     event p is present 
•  @p    time of event p 



Examples of formula 

variables v: integer; 
states s1: complete state, s2: state; 

transitions 
  s1 –[on dispatch x]-> s2 {x?v} 
  s2 –[v < 0]-> s1 

   s2 –[v >=0]-> s2 {y!v; v=v-1}     



Examples of formula 
variables v: integer; 
states s1: complete state, s2: state; 

transitions 
  s1 –[on dispatch x]-> s2 {x?v} 
  s2 –[v < 0]-> s1 

   s2 –[v >=0]-> s2 {y!v; v=v-1}     

^x/v=x 

v<0/ 

v>=0/y=v 
  v’=v-1 



Constrained automata 

•  Automata A = (S, s0, P, V, T, C) 
•  States S and initial state s0 
•  Formulas defined on FA=FP+V+S 
•  Transitions T are quadruples (s1, g, a, s2) 

•  Source s1 and target s2 
•  Guard formula g and action formula a 

•  C is the constraint formula 
•  must remain false 



Example of automaton 

variables v: integer; 
states s1: complete state, s2: state; 
transitions 
  s1 –[on dispatch x]-> s2 {x?v}   
  s2 –[v < 0]-> s1         
  s2 –[v >=0]-> s2 {y!v; v=v-1}    

^x/v=x 

v<0/true 

v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

(s1, ^x,     v=x,                   s2) 
(s2, v<0,   true,                  s1) 
(s2, v>=0, v’=v-1 and y=v, s2) 



Models of behaviors 

^x/v=x 

v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

A model M is a valuation of variables and 
ports on the value domains D and D⊥ 

model 

⊨  

satisfies 

 x = 1 
 v = 1 
[v’= v] 

y = 1 
v = 1 
v’= 0 

⊨  



Untimed trace 

^x/v=x 

v<0/true v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

Small steps of the automaton 

v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

 x = 1 
 v = 1 

 
 v = 1 
 v’= 0 
 y = 1 

 
 v = 0 
 v’= -1 
 y = 0 

 
 v = -1 T# = 



Logically timed traces 

^x/v=x 

v<0/true v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

Big steps of the extended automaton until a 
complete state is reached of the model 
invalidated*… 

v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

 x = 1 
 y = 1 

x = ⊥ 
y = 0 

T = 

[v=1] [v=1] [v=0] [v=-1] 



Logically timed traces 

^x/v=x 

v<0/true v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

*… or a pause(new) state tells where to stop 

v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

 x = 1 
 y = 1 

x = ⊥ 
y = 0 

T = 

[v=1] [v=1] [v=0] [v=-1] 

pause  



Big-step, real-timed traces 

^x/v=x 

v<0/true v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

A tagged trace T of the extended automaton of period p 

v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

 xp = 1 
  

 
Y3p = 0 

T = 

[v=1] [v=1] [v=0] [v=-1] 

 
y2p = 1 



Trace relations 

Synchrony  and asynchrony 

 x = 1 
 v = 1 
 v’= 0 
 y = 1 

 x = ⊥ 
 v = 0 
 v’= -1 
 y = 0 

Synchrony and real-time 

(T)# = ≤ T#  

 xt1 = 1  0 ≤ t1 < p 
 yt2 = 1  p ≤ t2 < 2p 
 yt3 = 0  2p ≤ t3 < 3p 
 

(T)@ = ≤ T@  

Composition, abstraction, refinement, … 



Extension to action blocks 
The imperative language to describe behaviors in AADL  
 send, receive, assign, loop while, 

until, for, call, … 

 
Action blocks are attached to source states of transitions  

source_state_identifier  

behavior_action_block  

destination_state_identifier  

behavior_condition  



Example of action block 

transitions 
  s1 –[on dispatch x]-> s1 { 

   x?v;       
   while v >=0 {   

    y!v; 

    v=v-1; 
    pause;      

  }} 

^x/v=x 

v<0/ 

v>=0/y=v and v’=v-1 

pause state 

s1 

/ 

execution state 

complete state 



Constraints for specification refinement 

Specifications are, most of the time, incomplete 

Constraints (logical and/or timed) help refine/complete them 

s1 –[on dispatch a]-> s2 
s2 –[on dispatch b]-> s1 {c!} 

never a and b s1 s2 

a 

b/c 

s1 s2 

b 

ab 

a 

? 

? 

? 

aaaaabcabbabaaaabc  ? 

a 

b/c b and not a 
aaaaaabcbbbbbbbaaaaaabcaaa 

a and not b 



Regexps for specification refinement 

Specifications are, most of the time, incomplete 

Regular expressions help refine more (controller synthesis) 

s1 –[on dispatch a]-> s2 
s2 –[on dispatch b]-> s1 {c!} 

s1 s2 

a 

b/c 

s1 s2 

b 

ab 

a 

? 

? 

? 

aaaaabcabbabaaaabc  ? 

a 

b/c 

always a;(b and c) 

abcabcabc 



All action blocks translate to automata 
if g then actions1 else actions2 end if    T1 U T2  with T1 = Tg,s,s’     [actions1] 

                     and  T2 = T¬g,s, s’ [actions2] 
 

while g { actions }          T1 U T2  with T1 = Tg,s, s [actions] 
                     and  T2 = (s,¬g,true, s' ) 

…/… 
do actions until (g)  
for (identifier in values) { actions }  
forall (identifier in values) { actions } 

 
Tg,s, s’ [target := value]  = (s, g, target’=value, s’) 
Tg,s, s’ [port!value]      = (s, g, port=value,      s’) 
Tg,s, s’ [port?target]    = (s, g, target’=value,  s’) 

 
…/… 



This is being specified in the standard 
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Formal Semantics 

(31) In a behavior specification, a transition denotes the consumption of time sensed by a component from the time the 
enclosing thread is dispatched to the time it releases control. This perception of time can take the form of a time 
trigger, of a port dispatch, or a port output. Complete states temporally delimit the interaction of a behavior with its 
parent, static or dynamic, environment.  
 

(32) Definition (Values and Identifiers).  Dispatch conditions and behavior actions are defined by formulas defined on 
disjoint sets of states S, behavior variables V, and ports P. These identifiers are valuated on the domain ! = ! +
ℤ + ℝ of Boolean, integer and real numbers. We write !x for the value domain of a typed identifier x.  Port identifiers 
are valuated and timed on !⊥=  ! U {⊥}. The bottom sign ⊥ represents the absence of a value at a given time 
sample. 

 
(33) The addition of ⊥ , to mean absence, implies a timing relation between the port that carries it and the status and 

value of other ports at the given time sample of their evaluation. A port value can be absent if its value is unused, 
unneeded, irrelevant or unavailable at a given time.  We write ^p for the clock or period of a port p, i.e., the condition 
that p carries a value: true for present, false for absent. We write v’ for the next value of a variable v, i.e., the value 
that v will carry at the next time sample. 
 

(34) Definition (Logical Formula). The set of Boolean formulas FSVP on states S, behavior variables V, and ports P over 
the domain !⊥ is defined by induction from: 

1. Constants 0, to mean never, 1SVP, to mean always in the scope of S, V and P (e.g. a thread) 
2. Atoms s, a state, p, a port value, ^p, a port clock, v, a Boolean variable value, v’, its next value, and d a 

Boolean constant. 
3. Unary expressions not f, for all f in FSVP 
4. Binary expressions f = g, f and g, f or g, for all f, g in FSVP 

 
For instance, the formula ^a and ^b  = 0 stipulates that port a and port b should never occur (be dispatched and/or 
written) at the same time. Ill-formed formula (e.g. of non-Boolean result or wrong arity) are always false. 

 
(35) Definition (Automaton). A behavior annex is equivalent to incomplete and synchronous automaton1 with variables2 

A = (SA, s0, VA, PA, TA, CA) defined by 
1. SA, the set of complete and execution states of the behavior annex, s0 is the initial state. 
2. VA, the set of local variables of the behavior annex 
3. PA, the set of ports of the behavior annex, partitioned into inputs IA and outputs OA. 
4. FA is the set of Boolean formulas of A, defined on SA, VA, and PA 
5. The transition function TA!∈ SA x FA → FA x SA defines a transition system where 

a. The source formula is the guard, defined on VA and IA 
b. The target formula is the update, defined from VA and PA 

6. The control formula CA∈ FA (or constraint) must equal 0. It defines the invariants (requirements) of the 
behavior pertaining to its timing, synchronization, and causal properties, in a form of a logic formula. 

 
By construction, a transition (s, g, f, d) ∈ TA corresponds to the set of all transitions of its equivalent form XA = QA x 
FP → FP x QA on extended states QA = SA x !!! with valuations !!! = !!!!!∈!!!  for all persistent state variables VA: 

                                                        

1 L. BESNARD , A. BOUAKAZ , T. GAUTIER , P. LE GUERNIC , Y. MA , J.-P. TALPIN , H. YU . Timed behavioural modelling and affine scheduling of 
embedded software architectures in the AADL using Polychrony , in "Science of Computer Programming", July 2014. https://hal.inria.fr/hal-01095010 
2 M. Sköldstam, K. Akesson and M. Fabian. “Modeling of Discrete Event Systems using Finite Automata With Variables”. 46th Conference on Decision 
and Control. IEEE, 2007. 
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Formal Semantics 

(19) The action block attached to a transition in a behavior annex is represented by a transition system whose source 
state is that of the transition and whose final state the transition’s target state. The transition system of an action 
block can either decompose the action sequence into micro steps. 

(20) A dispatch_condition is  represented by a guarding formula g that  is formed by referring to the clock ^p of the 
logical combination of ports specified as its dispatch_trigger_condition or its frozen_ports. Timeout and 
stop conditions are equally regarded as occurrences of port events. 

(21) An execute_condition is  represented by a guarding formula that encodes its logical_value_expression 
using the current state of its persistent variables V. The otherwise clause is handled as the guard of least priority 
[D.3, (45)]. 

(22) The recursive function ! !, !,! [behavior_actions] = T associates the action block behavior_actions 
guarded by a behavior_condition of formula g, of source and target states s and d, to a transition system T. It is 
performed by case analysis on behavior_actions. 

• A behavior_action_sequence is represented by concatenating the transition systems of its elements. For 
instance, ! !, !,! [action1; action2] is translated by the union T1 U T2 of its transition systems T1 = 
! !, !, ! [action1] and T2 = ! !"#$, !,! [action2], by introducing a new execution state e. 

• A behavior_action_set is represented by composing the transition systems of its elements. For instance, 
! !, !, !′ [action1 & action2] is translated by the synchronous composition (T1 | T2)[(s, s)/s, (d, d)/d] of its 
transition systems T1 = ! !, !,! [action1] and T2 = ! !, !,! [action2], substituting the composed states (s, s) 
and (d, d) by s and d. 

• A behavior_action is translated by case analysis of its form 

o if (logical_expression) actions1 else actions2 end if  is translated by representing the 
logical_expression using a guard formula g and returning the union T1 U T2 of its transition systems 
T1 = ! !, !,! [actions1] and T2 = ! ¬!, !,! [actions2]. 

o while ( logical_expression ) { actions } is translated by the union T1 U T2 U T3 of its 
transition systems T1 = ! ! ∧ ℎ, !,! [actions], T2 = { !, ℎ, !"#$, ! !and and T3 = { !,¬ℎ, !"#$,! !where 
the guard formula h is the translation of the  logical_expression. 

o do actions until (logical_expression) is translated by the union T1 U T2 of its transition 
systems T1 = ! !, !,! [actions] and T2 = { !, ℎ, !"#$, !  where the guard formula h is the translation of 
the  logical_expression.  

o for (identifier in values) { actions } can be translated by a while loop or by the sequence 
actions1;… actionn, where actioni results from the substitution of identifier by the ith element 
of values in actions. An invariant logical_expression can be specified in the scope of 
identifiers that must hold for all iterations of the loop. 

o forall (identifier in values) { actions } can be translated by a while loop or by the 
composition actions1&… actionn, where actioni results from the substitution of identifier by 
the ith element of the values in actions. 
 

• A basic_action is translated by case analysis of its grammar’s sub-clauses 

o An assignment_action to a variable target := value is represented by  represented by updating 
target with value as ! !, !,! [target := value] = {(s, g, target’=value, d)}.  

o A simultaneous assignment statement (target{,target}+:=(value){,(value)}+) is equivalent 
to the composition of assignments target:=value (& target:=value})+ 

(AS5506/2) 



Definition of subsets 

•  Untimed, asynchronous  (Fiacre) 
•  Timed (Uppaal, Cheddar, …) 
•  Aperiodic, sporadic: uses pause, needs ⊥ 
•  Multi-rate, periodic (MRS, RADL) 
•  Synchronous (Lustre, Signal, Esterel, Bless, …) 
•  Strictly synchronous (Scade, Simulink) 



Implementation of constrained automata 
using synchronous data-flow 

•  action when guard and source 
•  target’ = true when source and guard … default target 
•  source’ = false when source and guard … default source 

guard/action 

target source 

Les us state some vocabulary and notations. For a transition
T = Transition (S1, S2, h), S1 is the source of T,
S2 is the target of T, h is the trigger of T, denoted trigger(T),
and a trigger in S1; h is a clock expression, that may represent,
for instance, a conjunction of events (e.g., a ˆ⇤ b represents
the conjunction of events a and b). The transition T is enabled
at k iff (k ˆ⇤ h) is not null and the current state is S1.

a⇤̂b=̂0

S1 S2
a

b�̂a

b

a�̂b

S1 :: P1()
| S2 :: P2()
| Initial_State (S1)
| Transition (S1, S2, a)
| Transition (S2, S1, b)
| Never (a ˆ* b)

Figure 6. Constrained automaton (with implicit stuttering loops)

A step is defined as being an implicit not exiting reflexive
(e.g. stuttering) transition. A step S1--h->>S1 is enabled at
k iff (k ˆ⇤ h) is not null, current state is S1 and there is no
enabled transition. All steps that are not explicitly forbidden
are allowed. In the example of Fig. 6, S1--bˆ-a->>S1 and
S2--aˆ-b->>S2 are steps (they appear as dotted transi-
tions). Steps allow for “stuttering” when there is no enabled
transition. For a state S, exiting on (one of the) enabled transi-
tions is mandatory. A formal model of constrained automata,
consistent with the polychronous framework, is proposed in
the next section.

B. Formal definition
For an automaton A of signal variables V

A

and states S

A

,
we denote by F

A,S

the set of normal form formulas in the
Boolean control algebra �(V

A

, S

A

) (cf. Section III).

Definition 2. A polychronous automaton A is an epsilon-free
automaton defined up to isomorphism (over states) as a tuple
A = (S

A

, s0, RA

,V

A

, T

A

, C

A

) where:
• S

A

is the non empty finite set of states;
• s0 is the initial state;
• R

A

⇢ S

A

⇥ S

A

is the transition relation;
• V

A

is the, possibly empty, finite set of signal variables;
• T

A

: (R
A

) ! F

A,S

is the function that assigns a formula
to a transition;

• C

A

is the constraint of A: it is a formula in F

A,S

that is
(constrained to be) null (a formula f in F

A,S

is null in
A iff f ⇤̂ C

A

= f ).

Remarks. A transition in T

A

carries a formula in the Boolean
control algebra that represents its trigger. Polychronous au-
tomata are subject to clock constraints, C

A

which are ex-
pressed by a formula in the Boolean control algebra. If C

A

is 0, then the automaton is constraint-free; if C

A

is 1VA
, all

formulas are null. 1
A

denotes the supremum 1VA
.

An automaton with an empty set of transitions is O
V

=
({s}, s, ;, V, ;,1V ), which blocks all occurrences of all vari-
ables of V . The automaton with an empty set of variables
is I = I; = ({s}, s, ;, ;, ;,0); it is equal to O; =
({s}, s, ;, ;, ;,1;).

Example. The automaton in Fig. 6 is defined by A =
(S

A

, V

A

, T

A

, C

A

) with
• S

A

: {S1, S2}
• s0 : S1

• R

A

: {(S1, S2), (S2, S1)}
• V

A

: {a, b}
• T

A

: (S1, S2) 7! a, (S2, S1) 7! b

• C

A

: a ⇤̂ b +̂ ¬ea +̂ ¬eb
a, b are events thus ¬ea, ¬eb should be null. A labeled tran-
sition is denoted by “h : s1RA

s2” meaning that ((s1, s2) 2
R

A

and T

A

((s1, s2)) = h).
Now notions introduced previously can be formalized:
• The control clock of an automaton A is 1

A

(=P
x2VA

(bx)), the supremum of the clocks of its variables.
• In h : s1RA

s2, h is the trigger of (s1, s2) and a trigger
of s1.

• The trigger of a state s, trigger
A

(s), is the upper bound
of the triggers of s.

Then it is possible to define the stuttering clock of a
state as the clock difference between the control clock of the
automaton and the trigger of the state (plus the null clock
of the state, C

A

(s) = es ⇤̂ C

A

): the stuttering clock of a
state s is ⌧(s) = 1

A

�̂ (C
A

(s) +̂ trigger

A

(s)). Hence the
definition of implicit transitions: when the stuttering clock ⌧(s)
of a state s is not null, there is a silent implicit transition
⌧(s) : sR

A

s named step. Usual properties of automata can be
easily extended to polychronous automata:

• A state t is n-reachable in A iff s0 and t are not null and
either
� n = 0 and t = s0,
� n > 0 and t is (n� 1)-reachable in A,
� n > 0 and (9s (n� 1)-reachable in A)
(9h)(h ⇤̂ es not null)(h : sR

A

t).
• A state t is reachable in A iff it is |S

A

|-reachable in A.
• A state s is deterministic if the triggers of its transi-

tions are mutually exclusive: formally, s is determinis-
tic iff (8((s, s1), (s, s2)) 2 R

A

⇥ R

A

)((s1 = s2) _
(T

A

((s, s1)) ⇤̂ T

A

((s, s2)) = 0)).
• An automaton is deterministic iff all its reachable states

are deterministic.
• A state s is total (or reactive) iff

⌧(s) +̂ (⌃(s,t) 2 RA
(trigger

A

((s, t)))) = 1
A

.
• An automaton is total (or reactive) iff all its states are total

(we observe that if C
A

is not 0 then A is not reactive).

C. Polychronous automata algebra
Just like the synchronous composition, the composition (or

synchronous product) of polychronous automata corresponds
to the conjunction of the behaviors specified by each of them.

Definition 3. Let A = (S
A

, s0, RA

, V

A

, T

A

, C

A

) and
B = (S

B

, t0, RB

,V

B

, T

B

, C

B

) two polychronous au-
tomata, their composition is defined by AB = A|B =
(S

AB

, (s0, t0), RAB

,V

AB

, T

AB

, C

AB

), where:
• S

AB

= S

A

⇥ S

B

,
• R

AB

= {((s1, t1), (s2, t2)) | ((s1, s2), (t1, t2)) 2 R

A

⇥
R

B

},
• V

AB

= V

A

[ V

B

,
• (8 st = ((s1, t1), (s2, t2)) 2 R

AB

) (T
AB

(st) =
T

AB

((s1, t1)) ⇤̂ T

AB

((s2, t2))),
• C

AB

= C

A

+̂ C

B

.

Note that the constraint of the composed automaton (its null
formula C

AB

) is defined by the clock union of the constraints
of the operand automata.

Theorem 1. The composition of polychronous constrained
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(8) This initialization model assumes independent initialization of threads, i.e., no ordering requirement (other than 
processes must be initialized first).  If there is an ordering requirement the user can introduce an initialization mode, 
in which they can utilize the full power of AADL to specify thread execution dependencies. 

 
Figure 22 System Instance States, Transitions, and Actions 

13.4 Normal System Operation 

(1) Normal operation, i.e., the execution semantics of individual threads and transfer of data and control according to 
connection and shared access semantics, have been covered in previous sections.  In this section we focus on the 
coordination of such execution semantics throughout a system instance. 

(2) A system instance is called synchronized if all components use a globally synchronized reference time. A system 
instance is called asynchronous if different components use separate clocks with the potential for clock drift. The 
clock drift in asynchronous systems may be bounded, e.g., by resynchronizing the clocks. 

(3) In a synchronized system, periodic threads are dispatched simultaneously with respect to a global clock.  The 
hyperperiod of a set of periodic threads is defined to be the least common multiple of the periods of those threads.   

(4) In a synchronized system, a raised event logically arrives simultaneously at the ultimate destination of all semantic 
connections whose ultimate source raised the event.  In a synchronized system, two events are considered to be 
raised logically simultaneously if they occur within the granularity of the globally synchronized reference time. If 
several events are logically raised simultaneously and arrive at the same port or at different transitions out of the 
current mode in the same or different components, the order of arrival is implementation-dependent.  

(5) In an asynchronous system the above hold within a synchronization domain, i.e., periodic threads are dispatched 
simultaneously and events arrive logically simultaneously. A method of implementing a system may provide 
coordination protocols for asynchronous system to provide simultaneity guarantees within a certain time granularity.  
Otherwise, the dispatches and event arrivals are considered independent across synchronization domains. 

13.5 System Operation Modes 

(1) The set of all modes specified for all components of a system instance form a set of concurrent mode state 
machines, whose composite state is called system operation mode (SOM).  The set of possible SOMs is the cross 
product of the sets of modes for each component.  That is, a SOM is a set of component modes, one mode for 
each component of the system.  The initial SOM is the set of initial modes for each component. 

(2) The set of possible SOMs can be reduced by taking into account mode combinations that are not reachable. For 
example, if a component instance with modes is itself not active under certain modes of one of its containing 
components, then these mode combinations can be excluded.  Similarly, of a component inherits modes from a 
containing component, then only the mode combinations of the containing component need to be considered.  
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Figure 5 Thread States and Actions 

5.4.2 Thread Dispatching 

(30) Threads are dispatched periodically determined by a clock or by the arrival of events, event data, of calls to 
provides subprogram access. By default any event port or event data port can trigger a dispatch.  In that case, only 
the input of the port triggering the dispatch and any data port is available to the application program. 

(31) A thread may have a Dispatch_Trigger property to specify a subset of event, data, or event data ports that can 
trigger a thread dispatch.  In this case, arrival of events or event data on any of the listed ports can trigger the 
dispatch.     
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Conclusion 

Started from a practical use case with a 
background on synchronous programming 
 
Evolved as a formal, scalable, adaptive 
family of semantics for the AADL standard 
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